
Stay Low And Circle Left: The Story Of Floyd
"Bad News" Winter

When it comes to boxing, there are few names that resonate as strongly as Floyd
"Bad News" Winter. His relentless determination, incredible skills, and
unwavering discipline in the ring have made him a living legend in the world of
combat sports. But who is Floyd Winter, and how did he become the iconic figure
we know today? In this article, we will uncover the inspiring journey of Floyd "Bad
News" Winter, a man who revolutionized the sport of boxing and captured the
hearts of millions.

Born and raised in a small town in Kansas, Winter was introduced to boxing at a
young age by his father, a former professional boxer himself. From the moment
he stepped into the ring, it was evident that Winter had a natural talent and
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passion for the sport. He quickly grasped the intricacies of boxing and honed his
skills with unparalleled dedication.
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Winter's boxing style was unique - he adopted a strategy of "staying low and
circling left" that became his trademark. This technique allowed him to swiftly
dodge opponent punches while delivering powerful blows of his own. His unusual
approach to boxing, combined with his lightning-fast reflexes, made him a force to
be reckoned with.

The Rise of a Champion

Winter's talent did not go unnoticed, and soon he embarked on a professional
boxing career that would catapult him to fame. His first few fights were dominated
by his impressive footwork and strategic approach, earning him a series of
knockouts that caught the attention of boxing enthusiasts worldwide. Winter
became known for his lightning-fast punches and his ability to read opponents'
moves with uncanny accuracy.
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As Winter progressed through the ranks, his unbeaten record started to draw the
attention of the boxing elite. Promoters saw in him a potential superstar who
could breathe new life into the sport. His fights went from local arenas to big-
ticket events in prestigious venues, with spectators eager to witness the rise of
the next boxing legend.

The Bad News Phenomenon

Winter's nickname, "Bad News," encapsulated the aura of fear he instilled in his
opponents. Just the thought of facing him in the ring was enough to make
seasoned fighters tremble. Winter's ability to channel his inner strength and
maintain a composed, almost cold-hearted demeanor in the face of his
opponents' aggression was what truly set him apart.

His popularity grew not only among boxing enthusiasts but also in mainstream
media. Newspapers and magazines hailed him as a prodigy, an unstoppable
force that conquered the ring with finesse and an indomitable spirit. Winter's
fights turned into major events that attracted attention from people far beyond the
boxing community.

Legacy and Impact

Winter's reign in the boxing world lasted for over a decade, during which he
defended his title countless times, earning him the undisputed championship
status. His legacy continues to inspire a new generation of fighters who strive to
emulate his skills and achievements. Winter's training regimen and dedication to
his craft have become legendary, and his technique of "staying low and circling
left" is studied and practiced by aspiring boxers across the globe.

The impact of Winter's contribution to boxing extends far beyond the sport itself.
His story of rising from a small-town boy to a global boxing icon resonates with



people from all walks of life. His determination, resilience, and ability to overcome
obstacles inspire individuals to chase their dreams relentlessly.

In Retrospect

Looking back at the remarkable journey of Floyd "Bad News" Winter, it's clear that
he left an indelible mark on the world of boxing. His unique style, unbeatable
skills, and unwavering discipline propelled him to the top, forever etching his
name among the greats of the sport.

Today, Winter enjoys a peaceful retirement, basking in the glory of his legendary
career. But his legacy lives on, reminding us that with determination and self-
belief, greatness can be achieved even in the face of adversity. Floyd "Bad News"
Winter will forever be remembered as a true boxing legend.
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He is the legendary and notorious Head Coach who built the United States All
Army Wrestling Team from the ground up. He was the first American to win a gold
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medal in Greco-Roman wrestling in international level competition at the World
Military Championships. He was also the All-Time Armed Forces Gold Medalist.

He is a renowned figure in wrestling and military circles not only in America but
worldwide for his numerous accomplishments. Many of his soldier-athletes went
on to become generals, colonels, special forces operatives, Olympic medalists,
university head coaches, and success stories in civilian life.

From fighting in the dangerous jungles of Vietnam at just eighteen years of age,
to wrestling and coaching for the U.S. Army all over the world, Floyd “Bad News”
Winter has lived an extraordinary life. He has touched countless lives along the
way, forging unbreakable bonds of friendship and camaraderie with those who
shared in his incredible and inspiring journey.

Floyd Winter is a rare breed, a truly unique person. One who is not only gifted
physically through hard work and sacrifice, but socially as well, able to reach the
common man and upper echelons of society alike with his charismatic wit and
charm.
~ Daniel DiMarzio

Foreword and poem by Hollywood movie star and six-time UFC Champion,
Randy "The Natural" Couture. Mr. Couture was one of Floyd "Bad News" Winter's
top soldier-athletes in the Army.
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